Thank you for visiting the Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology (deemed to be university) website and reviewing our privacy policy.

We hold the privacy of our site visitors in the highest regard, therefore through this privacy policy we seek to demonstrate our commitment towards safeguarding your privacy.

You may visit our website without revealing any personal information wherever permissible. Certain transactions may require the submission of personal information like profile updates and certain databases. The Institute respects and protects the privacy of the individuals that access the information and use the services provided through them. The contents of this website are meant to provide information to the readers of this website about ourselves including our various services, various initiatives taken by us, CSR activities etc. They are only for general information and are subject to change.

**Who this policy assures:**

This policy assures the privacy protection of our users who visit the website of Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology (deemed to be university), or who registers under any of the forms and services provided within this site.

**What the policy covers:**

With Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology (deemed to be university) Website, one of our main priorities is the privacy of our visitors. This Privacy Policy document contains types of information that is collected and recorded by the Website and how we use it. If you have additional questions or require more information about our Privacy Policy, do not hesitate to contact us.
This privacy policy applies only to our online activities and is valid for visitors to our website with regards to the information that they shared and/or collect in the Website. This policy is not applicable to any information collected offline or via channels or links other than this website.

This privacy policy covers any of the personal or identifiable information which is collected by the Institute for the purpose of any services related to us, either upon your visit to the site or upon your registration in any of our services. When you voluntarily send us electronic mail, we will keep a record of this information so that we can respond to you. We only collect information from you when you register on our site or fill out a form. Also, when filling out a form on our site, you may be asked to enter your name, e-mail address or phone number. You may, however, visit our site anonymously. In case you have submitted your personal information and contact details, we reserve the rights to Call, SMS, Email or WhatsApp about our products and offers, even if your number has DND activated on it.

**Information Collection and Use:**

For the purpose of providing services related to the Institute, we may acquire specific identifiable information each time you access this site.

Upon your registration with us, we may receive information such as your name, physical address, email address, location, and once registered this information is identifiable and may be used only for the registration purpose and for future communications.

The information we collect upon such registration will be used for our operations which include the provision of relevant services, auditing, and essential any communications.
This Website follows a standard procedure. All hosting companies do this and a part of hosting services' analytics. The information collected by log include internet protocol (IP) addresses, browser type, Internet Service Provider (ISP), date and time stamp, referring/exit pages, and possibly the number of clicks. These are not linked to any information that is personally identifiable. The purpose of the information is for analysing trends, administering the site, tracking user’s movement on the website, and gathering demographic information. This information may be used to administer and improve our website and to generate aggregate statistical reports and such like purposes. We may use cookies and pixels or transparent GIF files to track session information and/or to deliver customizable and personalized services and information and/or for other purposes of the website, such information is anonymous and not personally identifiable.

**Non-disclosure of information:**

We do not sell, share, or disclose any of the information acquired through the Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology (deemed to be university) website with any third parties or any other persons or organization unrelated to us.

The identifiable information which you share with us is solely used for the purpose of your convenience on our website and for the delivery of relevant and relative information related to your user needs.

Such information shall only be shared with the respective persons within our organization being our appointed officials who have a genuine need
for such information for the purpose of ensuring your service or improving our website services, or any purpose deemed necessary and justifiable.

In case of any regulatory measures, we may disclose such information for any purpose required by law, such as and not limited to Summons/Subpoenas, court orders, rules, and regulations.

The liability of any such privacy violations shall be limited to the extent of services offered directly by the Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology (deemed to be university) and not to any third parties.

**Changes to this policy**

We reserve the right to amend, modify, or revise any part of this privacy policy at any point and time and in the manner necessary at the discretion of the Institute. Any changes to our privacy policy shall be notified to you.

**External links, content, and third-party advertising**

Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology (deemed to be university) website is not responsible for the content of external sites, nor are external sites to which links are provided herein necessarily endorsed by Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology (deemed to be university). Recommended Links and links to merchant affiliates are provided as additional resources for our visitors, and at the time of review seemed to be suitable. We cannot assure that all the links found on our website are safe to use and access to such links or websites is subject to personal risk of the visitor and the Institute does not hold any responsibility towards the same.